Truett student arrested on sexual assault charges

KALYN STORY

Three new bills on abortion in Texas were left pending and have not been rescheduled.

FAITH MILETTELLO

REPORTER

Bo The Match is an organization that provides a bone marrow registry for those in need of blood or bone marrow transplants. Baylor's Delta Tau Delta fraternity has partnered with Be The Match to offer students the opportunity to join the registry.

"Bo The Match is a national organization. Basically what you do is sign up, get your year round swabbed, and then you put it in a huge registry and then you go back and you fill out your blood," said Huntington junior Taylor Ernst, Delta Tau Delta philanthropy chair. "The information will be put in a database and help people who are in need of a blood transfusion."

Be The Match targets people 18 to 44 years old to join the registry. Be The Match community engagement representative Kelly Baker said, "Because of that, the organization has the most success on college campuses. Baker said, "The patient has a better chance of surviving the transplant with a younger donor."

Ernst said Be The Match is the first place doctors go when a match is needed, so it's important to have as many people on Baylor's campus enroll their swatch to be able to possibly save someone's life.

The Delta Tau-Delta chapter of Texas Alpha hosted Bo The Match in the spring of 2015. "They hosted it for a Delta-old girl who needed a blood transfusion, and the girl's blood type match came from a member of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity," Baker said. "It was an overwhelming experience to see present first-hand, how we can help others that were dying, as a Christian to see people that didn't even know the name of Jesus and to be confronted by this duplicity of how much love, we have and how little they have."
Freeman is the key to our success

THOMAS MOTT

The Baylor men’s basketball team is still on the road to a possible No. 3 seed in the year’s NCAA tournament. However, currently enter the top three in the Big 12’s regular season with a very impressive record thanks to the team’s most consistent player, junior guard Thomas Mott.

As of Friday Feb. 17, Baylor standaloneNo. 4 in the country, major threat to the Kansas State 1-2-2 year ago on the Big 12 side. Those few times the Bears have shown up to lose five of their last eight games.

Baylor can win another 10 points or so with the help of junior guard Thomas Mott. He is third in the conference in scoring, averaging 16.8 points per game. Mott’s ceiling is high, and his performance last week against Kansas State was impressive. Three Bears had over 20 points, but Thomas Mott was the key piece.

Baylor has also been better than expected. Senior guard Johnathan Motley has been the key to Baylor’s bench. He has been a difference maker, combining for almost 30 points per game.

The Bears need to go from a good team to a great team. A third team in the country to go from a good team to a great team. A third team in the country to go from a good team to a great team. That is what Motley and Thomas Mott have to do this year. The Bears need all these three to be counted on at crunch time.

The Baylor bench has also been better than expected. Senior guard Johnathan Motley has been the key to Baylor’s bench. He has been a difference maker, combining for almost 30 points per game.

Baylor, however, it may not feel like your voice may be heard. Many of us have been long time Baylor fans and students, but feel like your voice may be heard. Many of us have been long time Baylor fans and students, but feel like your voice may be heard.

The issue for the Bears going forward is the return of junior guard Al Freeman. Freeman is a junior guard who has been a starter for two straight seasons. He is also the team’s leading scorer and one of the most consistent players on the team.

With Freeman back in the mix, the Bears have a good chance of making a deep run in the tournament. With Freeman back in the mix, the Bears have a good chance of making a deep run in the tournament.

Think back to the moment when your favorite player stepped on the court. How did you feel? Do you wish you could have been there? Many of us feel the same way. That is why we write letters to the editor expressing our concerns, and leverage the communal influence you do have to move forward issues that matter to you and others. Don’t stop fighting for what you are passionate about, because we can now affirm that it makes a difference. An engaged, impassioned and involved community makes for a better place for everyone – leaves your communities.

To submit a Lariat Letter, email LariatLetters@baylor.edu. Letters should be a maximum of 450 words. The letter is not guaranteed to be published.
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President Trump signs executive order on black colleges

ERRIN HAINES WHACK  Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump signed an executive order Tuesday aimed at signaling his commitment to historically black colleges and universities, saying that those schools will be “in a prime position to thrive.”

HBCU presidents are helping Congress plan Trump’s academic funding for historically black colleges and universities. The administration has been communicating with the White House.

Trump’s order directs the initiative to work with the private sector to strengthen the fiscal stability of HBCUs, make infrastructure improvements, provide job opportunities for students, and secondary schools to create a college pipeline and increase access and opportunity for students.

Global initiatives:
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Baylor Information Technology is committed to keeping you informed. Follow BaylorAware so you can avoid technology risks and stay safe online.
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"When is it an 'ends justified by means' killing of a pre-born baby? I personally do not think for that reason that any baby should be deliberately destroyed," said John Plachuta, director of Pro Life Waco.

Another pending bill, SB 415 would prohibit the abortion but would not prosecute.

The debate will continue on the proposed amendments.

...
The Waco Civic Theatre's latest production, "Jackie and Me," tells the story of a boy who time travels to see his favorite baseball player in the 1940s, and will be hosted at the Waco Civic Theatre this weekend.

Betters, who graduated from Baylor in 2016, plays Jackie Robinson, the nation's first African-American major league baseball player. Betters said making his lines as he prepares for opening night makes him feel like he's back in school.

"I have such an iconic role in my life from a young age. He said sports have been a big part of his life as he prepares for opening night making him feel like he's back in school.

According to Thomas, "Jackie and Me" has evolved and changed into what it is now. "I think it's as entertaining to an adult crowd as it is to a younger audience. The content would still be enjoyable for the whole family, but it's got a wider reach."

Although the show is based on children's book, "Jackie and Me" is rated PG for the presence of racial slurs and one intense scene. Thomas said "Jackie and Me" is being targeted middle-school-aged children.
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Motley focused on March, not NBA

With the regular season winding down and the NCAA tournament looming, senior forward Johnathan Motley is focused on March, not NBA preparation for the NCAA tournaments starting in April.

Motley's decision, which is getting to the final four and winning the national championship.

THE NEXT GOAL: Baylor junior forward Johnathan Motley is focused on the current goal at hand -- getting to the final four and winning the national championship.

Motley's focus and dedication to his role on the team have earned him respect from his coaches, teammates, and opponents.

Motley's season ends, and No. 11 Baylor still has a lot of basketball yet to play. With a win against the Longhorns Saturday and upon other potential results around the conference, Baylor is looking at the No. 3 or 4 seed in the NCAA Tournament in the south region and would play their first two rounds in Tulsa, Okla.

With the regular season wrapping up and conference tournament preparations in full swing, Motley's decision should be his own. He should be able to make no mistake, when the season ends, for better or worse. Motley's future will likely be out of the spotlight, focused instead on the Baylor head coach Scott Drew.

The Bears take on Ole Miss at 6:30 p.m. Friday in Hattiesburg. Hattiesburg head coach Daveorer said he was excited to see all of his pitchers perform well.

The biggest thing was to see Alex Phillips do what he had done in the past, which is getting to the final four and winning the national championship.

The Bears take on Ole Miss at 6:30 p.m. Friday in Hattiesburg in a part of the Shriners Hospitals for Children College Classic.

MARCH 3-5

Bears Baseball routs, wins 17-3

BEN EVERETT

Baylor baseball defeated Arkansas-Pine Bluff Golden Lion 17-3 Tuesday at Baylor Ballpark to remain undefeated on the season.

Junior starting pitcher Alex Phillips started out strong, recording a strikeout and allowing no runs or hits in the first inning, but he started to dig himself out of the opening frame.

In the second inning, Golden Lions designated hitter Jamal Knighto hit a double to the right-center gap, and catcher Andy Thomas earned a double to the left-center gap to tie the game 1-1.

Sophomore outfielder Richard Cunningham yipped out of a scare as he hit a sacrifice fly to centerfield to take the lead.

Phillips survived the third inning after Golden Lion left fielder Jace McLean put to Baylor on top 5-0.

Kettle lingered in the bottom of the sixth inning, but then Phillip Harris hit an infield single and senior first baseman Cameron Miller got on base with a single to left field as well.

Aaron Dodson launched a home run and freshman Daniel Caruso finished it off in the ninth.

Baylor offense continued to roll. Freshman relief pitcher Hunter Seay entered the game in the seventh for the Bears, and he said he had no idea what was going to happen.

“Motley's really good,” Rodriguez said. “The time he's getting better with his motor. That's been the biggest difference in those rebounds. He just enjoyed it more, had fun with it, and I'm happy for him and I'm happy for the fans, too.”

Drew said that, as a coach, he hopes to help his players reach their long-term goals, and with Motley, he has been incredibly impressed with the way his desire and dedication to the season at hand.

“Drew is all about our players. They all have goals, dreams and aspirations, and with Motley, he wants to help them reach those dreams and aspirations, and with Motley, he hopes he can help his players reach their long-term goals.”

Motley's decision should be his own. He should be able to make no mistake, when the season ends, for better or worse. Motley's future will likely be out of the spotlight, focused instead on the Baylor head coach Scott Drew.

The Bears take on Ole Miss at 6:30 p.m. Friday in Hattiesburg in a part of the Shriners Hospitals for Children College Classic.
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Baylor vs. Arkansas-Pine Bluff: Final Box Score
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